Dyson dc18 parts diagram

This post gives a detailed description, with photos and reference to a Parts Diagram, of how to
replace a Dyson Slim DC18 Undercarriage. The Undercarriage would require changing if part of
it broke since parts cannot be obtained individually. So if you came here soon after I published
it you should find better information now. You will also find some photos of repairs carried out
by readers of this post in Step Here is a very clear diagrammatic breakdown of: The Parts of a
DC This site, Parts Warehouse , may also be a place where readers in the USA find it convenient
to buy replacement parts. NOTE: As a consequence of finding the parts diagram above, I have
renamed parts in my description to conform with it. In The parts of a DC18 there are items listed
whose names are, in my opinion, not correct. So I have listed below what those part names
really refer to:. Its purpose is to change the airflow from the Cleaner Head Assembly to the Hose
Assembly when the DC18 body is lifted and locked into the upright position. A piece of plastic
on a moving part of the undercarriage which should engage and operate the Changeover Valve
mechanism had broken off. On investigation I found it necessary to replace the entire
undercarriage, to fix it, because I could not buy an individual part. They asked me for a review.
They have a nice site with exploded parts views for many products. Some of the tools above
were obtained from Maplin. Unfortunately that store has closed so I cannot link to it. Start by
removing the Cleaner Head Assembly and disconnecting the flexible hose at the back as per
user instructions. Then follow the 15 instruction steps below numbered 1 to Before removing
the Undercarriage the Yoke Assembly has to be uncoupled from it by withdrawing the Axle that
passes through the centre of the Barrel Wheel. The Axle passes through the Yoke Assembly,
the Undercarriage and the Barrel Wheel and holds the three components together. There are
two ways to do this:. Once one is removed you will see more clearly how the four springy
plastic lugs in the centre of each Outer Wheel Hub holds it in place. They are clicked into a
central hole. The Outer Wheel Hubs can rotate but only come into contact with the floor when
the cleaner is leaned over to the side. This happens when the cleaner is leaned over to go along
a curved path. When the Yoke Assembly is detached it becomes easy to access the four screws
which hold the Undercarriage to the Main Body Duct Assembly at the front. There are two other
screws which are accessed from the back. Wait until instructions 5 and 6. Winkle out the socket
and split the black plastic of the socket into two pieces they are not glued but clip together.
Only the cable and pins in the socket will pass through the holes in the undercarriage , so take
the electrical pins out of the black plastic cover and observe carefully how this socket is
assembled. You may need a 6mm flat screwdriver to prise the clips open on the socket cover.
Be careful. Excess strain on these clips may snap them off. NOTE: There is no earth wire going
to the Cleaner Head because there are no metal parts with which the user can come into
contact. Also the supply is AC Alternating Current which has no polarity. So I cannot see that it
matters which way around the live and neutral wires are placed in the Cleaner Head Socket. The
issue is more one of mechanical convenience. For those who feel there is a safety issue with
the polarity of the wires just make a note of which way around the colours are, or take a
photograph, before dismantling the socket. Thanks Ellem. Pull the Pipe Seal out of the socket it
sits in and stretch the seal so that it can be pulled over the ridges on the end of the flexible pipe.
There are two ridges on the pipe and two matching grooves in the seal into which they engage.
The seal sits in the socket and is prevented from rotating in the socket by teeth similar to those
on a gear wheel. There are teeth on the seal and teeth on the edge of the socket which engage
with each other. See the picture below to understand how these parts fit together. This
micro-switch is on one side of the undercarriage under a cover. Afterwards return here. Remove
the cover by unscrewing the screw with the T8 bit and then pull the switch out of the housing
together with its wires. A rotating black plastic cam part of the Micro-switch Cam Assembly
moves under the lever of the switch to operate it when the DC18 is stood in the upright position.
Examine this closely. The cam is spring-loaded and in my new undercarriage the spring was not
inserted correctly and so was not applying a force to rotate the cam and push it up under the
micro-switch lever. I had to dismantle part of the Undercarriage to fix the problem. The spring
should rotate the cam to push on the switch lever. So the cam should not be floppy. Check it
with the switch removed. The cam should want to move into the visible position under the
action of the spring which is out of site. Do this by prising off the e-clip on one end of the Axle.
Do it by inserting a small 3mm flat screwdriver in the gap between the e-clip and Axle and
twisting. This stretches the e-clip, against its springiness, to a larger diameter so it will come off
the Axle. Note how the e-clip sits in a groove on the Axle. The Axle can be pulled out from the
far side, the Barrel Wheel will drop free and the Yoke Assembly will come away from the
undercarriage. The flexible connecting pipe is part of the Undercarriage so they are replaced
together. Effectively the Undercarriage is in two parts the Undercarriage and the Yoke but only
the Undercarriage with the small wheels and red foot pedal attached is replaced here. Ease the
wires and Micro-switch out of the holes in the undercarriage taking careful note of how to re

thread them. Return to Step 4 if you were at that step. Carefully thread the Micro-switch and
wires back through orifices in the plastic. Be sure to keep the drawstring straight. Bend the
longest wire back on itself so that the two connectors are not side by side to keep the bundle
slim and tighten the tape around the soft flexible plastic flange of the cable restraint so that the
whole form is as thin as possible. Then thread the drawstring through the small orifice and use
it to pull the cable form through. See below:. Just make sure to grab onto the rubber mount
assembly instead of the pressed-on brass connectors. Then fit the second e-clip by squeezing it
onto the groove in the spindle with pliers. It was this peg that had snapped off which was the
cause of my problem. Some people have opted to repair this lever and commented about it. Bob
has also left a comment under the name Borris dated 14th March Below is the picture sent to me
by Adnan Kitchener of Ontario, Canada, who sent an email as well as a comment dated 25th
November See Step 4 above. Hold the cover in place with the T8 screw. It can get covered up
when the undercarriage is in certain positions. Then fit the Swivel Cover over it and hold it in
place with the T15 screw. Check again that the Actuator for the Input Port Valve engages the
slot in its transparent disc and rotates it, when the DC18 is moved between the up and down
positions, before attaching the Hose Assembly that attaches to the Wand. Just align the fixing
lugs on each Outer Wheel Hub with the central hole on either side of the Yoke Assembly and
push evenly on the outer surface at the centre of the Outer Wheel Hubs until their lugs click into
place. Perform a functional test. Further information can be obtained from the unofficial dyson
forum. I have a background in telecommunications and a fascination with all things scientific
and technical - from physics to electronics, and computing to DIY. View all posts by Helpful
Colin. Thank you for this Colin. Your instructions worked perfectly and i now have a fully
functional dc18 again. Thanks Colin for the comprehensive instructions. When I spoke to the
helpdesk at Dyson regarding the problem small broken plastic bit â€” same as yours , although
they were helpful, they suggested it was a near impossible task that they would have no idea of
how to do it and they certainly wouldnt try to replace the undercarriage themselves, so good on
ya! Im almost excited about being able to vacuum again! OK so that bits a lie. PS: as an
additional instruction, if you have trouble removing the roller ball end caps, you can raise the
undercarriage to gain access to the back of the lugs with a long screwdriver to ease removal I
had trouble just trying to pull em off as you suggested. Top instructions, as with the others,
saved me a new vacuum. Repair, reuse. Love it. Thanks so much. I was able to do a simple tab
repair. I cut the metal into roughly the shape of the plastic the tab is broken off from. I drilled a
hole for the screw and attached the spacer to the metal tab. I drilled a couple small holes in the
plastic for bonding grip and using epoxy, I bonded the new tab piece to the plastic, positioning
the spacer where the tab belongs. Parts; 1 steel nailing plate from hardware store fo the metal, 1
screw to attach the spacer 1 spacer obtained fro eBay 1 tube of epoxy. Hello, the metal I used is
0. It slips into the slot and is shaped like the plastic. I would attach picture but unable. Any way
it is working great. Chuck Can you send me pictures of your repair. I am not sure about the
clearances when in the upright position. Has the metal on plastic situation been ok? No
apparent wear? Chuck â€” Can you send pictures of the repair? My tab is broken off as well â€”
never saw the piece â€” so its a challenge to fabricate a new one. Jensen, please send me your
pictures. I can see there has been a long line of people who would like to see your pictures of
the repair you made. If you can send them to helpful. If you have any specific text relating to
your pictures or design that you would like me to include then please let me know that too. I
made a card template then made a steel plate with a brass dowel to locate in the slot. I then
fixed it into place with epoxy. Made from scrap so no cost and works perfectly. Do you still have
the pictures? I would like to fix it instead of replacing the undercarriage. I always felt that parts
can be made. I would appreciate it very much. Hi Mr. Jensen, My husband is very handy and
would love to try fixing the vacuum Dc18 tab repair this way. Could you send me some pictures
of all the steps. My husband said it would make it easier to follow your instructions. Thanks
much Traci. I was thinking the same thing, however i was worried about why it broke. Just for
science I disassembled further. After removing the carriage, I removed the plate that retains the
valve, and slid the valve out. The valve is two plastic pieces and the two pieces rotate and slide
in concert to move the opening to the correct locations. In one of the generous holes for the
plastic tabs of the valve half, there was a piece of debris about as big as the plastic tab. Not
sure if it was part of the vacuum, or something it vacuumed up. It was solid, but crushable
between my fingers, like hard tar, or degraded plastic. Hi Tom, Thanks for carrying out a
thorough investigation and keeping us all informed. Regards, Colin. Hi Tom.. Thanks for your
insight. This part was designed to fail and so it does. The repair part would not be expensive to
make yet Dyson has chosen not to make this one part available even though they must make
them for the under carriage unit. Being optimistic, my thoughts were that perhaps Dyson had
made slight improvements in the undercarriage, to make the parts that usually break more

robust. There is no way that Dyson cannot know that this part breaks frequently because of bad
design. However, it looked like the new undercarriage was identical, with zero improvements.
My second thought was that perhaps they had a well integrated design, in which all parts wore
at about the same rate, so that with one failure it would be beneficial to replace the entire
assembly to avoid a chain of failures. Upon disassembly, I did see other plastic parts were
worn, but not to the point of failure. My third thought was that perhaps the plastic part is
designed to fail first, when a jamming condition is found to save breakage in more expensive
parts, but alas, if that was true, they would have many individual replacement parts available,
rather than force an assembly replacement. I like to speculate, because having worked with a
large manufacturer, I learned that there are many reasons why they sell parts, and their
approach to customer service. Unfortunately the current thought of manufacturers seems to be
how to maximize parts profit, versus saving customers money. Thanks Tom â€” Great in depth
analysis. I believe in exhausting all possible alternative explanations. I would like to believe in
the inherit goodness of Dyson and their great products which obviously required a lot of
thought, but alas you have arrived at the same place I have albeit from a more trusting
perspective. A simple change in the manufacturing material for this 1 part would not be difficult.
Aluminum or magnesium would work very well without changing any other specs. I guess
Dyson would not sell as many parts then though â€¦. This is a great site â€¦ thanks again for
your insights. Thanks Colin. I am hopeless when it comes to doing this kind of thing and even
with your instructions I struggled a little. Probably took me nearer an hour. The most difficult bit
was opening up the electrical socket as I was afraid of shattering the plastic, but I managed it in
the end. It all went back together a lot quicker than it came apart. Thanks again. Thanks so
much for publishing this. Just the under carriage. I did find it difficult to get to the four screws
in step 4 before removing the roller ball and the assembly that holds the rollerball end caps.
Once that assembly was out of the way, they were easy to remove. I reassembled in this manner
and had little trouble. Hey Colin â€” just wanted to say thanks for posting this. I had the exact
same problem as you â€” the little tab that engages the clear disc was broken, and I had to
rotate it by hand to switch from the floor brush to the wand! I Googled the issue, found your
listing and wow! I agree with Jonathan G. There is a complex plastic piece that holds the plug,
and it has 3 screws holding it to the assembly. Just remove the 3 screws and extract the plastic
piece with the socket plug and wires, and once free, you can turn the socket such that it threads
thru the plastic holding piece. Reassemble in reverse. The socket has writing on one side, and
die marks on the other. Picture is best way to get it back the way it was. By the way, your
procedure and pictures are very helpful, especially when it comes to reassembly of the carriage.
Like other posts, the thin plastic piece is broken, and I could not find a replacement part, even
though I was able to remove the plastic part from the carriage assembly. Surprised this part
cannot be ordered. All I can say is ditto to what Brad said and his problem. Thanks Colin, for the
very helpful post and a working Dyson. Thank you Colin. Now running like new. Thanks for
taking the time to photo-doc the process, incredibly good job. Colin, thanks very much for
publishing this tutorial. After 30 minutes of tinkering ourselves, we decided to see if there was a
manual online. We stumbled onto your tutorial, and it took us through the disassembly and
reassembly without any further hassle. We are very grateful! The photo-diagrams are a fantastic
aid. Thanks for the gratitude. Many thanks Colin easy and very helpful,timed myself from start
to finish Well done Steve. I see you got yours cheaper than mine. Previously I had a DC03 which
had several weak points. It gets used several times per day â€” we have a dog. Many thanks
Colin easy and very helpful, timed myself from start to finish As a post script Amazon UK was
the cheapest place I found for the undercarriage. On reassembly, is there a helpful hint to
returning the cable and pins in the socket through that first entry in the undercarriage? Mine
seems to get stuck at the end and will not go all the way through that tunnel in the
undercarriage. I suspect the retaining flange near the end of the curly cable is a bit too fat for
the hole. I have dismantled part of mine to demonstrate how the wires and flange can be tightly
bound with electrical tape to make them as thin as possible and how a piece of string can be
tied to the cable to pull it through the hole with a bit of brute force but hopefully without any
damage. Tie the string behind the cable flange â€” not to the end of the wires. Good luck.
Thanks so much for the update. I was able to thread the wires through, but I feel like an idiot
because my problem was that I could not figure out how to take apart the black connector from
the wires. I was afraid of breaking the part and having to wait another week for a replacement.
Anyway, I was able to complete the undercarriage replacement by following your very thorough
instructions. Vacuum works great again. Thanks for taking the time to post the helpful
information. Colin, thank you, this was very helpful. The procedure is the same but there are a
lot more steps once you have the base removed. The replacement is possible but it requires a
ton of patience and additional tools. Colin â€” Superb instructions, easy to follow. Fairly simple

removal and replacement and no issues with threading the electrical wires and connector. It
gave me more room to work in getting out the mircroswitch and was easy to see the wiring flow
to be ready for reassembly. Think that others may find it helpful as well. Overall great photos
and instructions. Thanks Again!! Sorry for a delayed reply Tom. I have edited my post to reflect
your suggestion. Thank you for it. Wow Colin!!! Thank you for your super-thorough
instructions. Just done the replacement followed your instructions and it was totally
straightforward. Saved us buying a new dyson!! Thank you!! I included more pictures so that
people can see extra detail before they proceed. I hope they helped you. Colin: Just like
everyone else, I wanted to say thank you thank you thank you! I got the part for about 65 bucks
delivered. Installed in about an hour. I hope to attempt over fixes in the future. Much better than
just rebuying everything in life! On a technical note: In my case the wire assembly not the
microswitch one slid back through with great ease. MUCH moreâ€¦. Well done for having a go
yourself. I would welcome any photo you have that shows how it is done on your machine. If its
suitable I might edit my description accordingly. Hi Mart, If you want to send me an image, as I
already suggested, you can email me at helpful. Fitted it in 20 mins. Very good instructions. Like
a new Hoover!! Hi Don, Thanks for the good comment. Did anyone run into trouble getting the
rear wheels to deploy when raising the vacuum to the upright position? The motor on my vac
went bad and when it came back from Dyson they missed a step somewhere and I have to lower
the wheels again with my foot. Great to see this post and the number of people who found it!
Check the positioning of the spring, when the tab is engaged in the rotating valve. The pictures
that colin has will help you get the orientation correct. Thanks for such a helpful guide, and
saving me purchasing a new vacuum cleaner, took about 30 minutes altogether. A really helpful
guide, it made replacing the undercarriage on our Dyson a relatively simply job. Thank you for
providing this useful information. Another one fitted hereâ€¦ thanks for the great guide, all went
like clockwork, no issue with putting the cable back through neither. Maybe some models have
a modification which makes it easier. Yep, was straightforward following your guide. The cable
went through without issue, just fed it in from behind and the two wires came out the other side
enough to grab and pull the curls through. Dear Colin, thank you for the helpful guide.
Unfortunately, I had to dismantle most of the unit in order to replace the damaged coil cable that
powers the head. Your post helped me most of the way back, however, and I seem to have an
extra spring that I cannot place. More concerning, though, is the spring which connects the
wheel part of the undercarriage to the rest of the undercarriage. I had to guess that it connects
to the screw underneath the micro switch housing the top screw , but I think the spring is on
wrong because it sticks up and out of the undercarriage alongside the duct assembly. Do you
know what I am describing? I can send a photo. Thanks, for any assistance you can provide.
Please send photos to helpful. You can refer to the ones underneath by the numbers when you
want to tell me about them. I know I did everything right and everything works beautifully but
the loss of suction and overheating. Sorry to hear you still have a problem. Overheating will
occur if air cannot flow through the motor to cool it. So that will be fixed when you get the air
flowing again. If the air changeover valve is working OK when you move from upright position
to the lowered position you will have to look for a blocked pipe. The Interconnecting Pipe on the
right, in Fig. I presume that is where you have tested for suction OK. The Interconnecting Pipe
on the left, in Fig. To test if the Cyclone and Pre-filter are OK: Undo the bin catch and allow a
small gap to appear at the rectangular orifice so that air can just get in while the circular orifice
is still sealed to the bin. You may need more hands to squeeze that side closed without closing
the catch. Turn on the DC18 and test for suction at the rectangular orifice by inserting a sheet of
paper and check if it appears to be sucked into the bin with a decent amount of pressure. If that
looks OK you will need to check if the Interconnecting Pipe on the left or any other items to the
left of that in Fig. Sorry to say you may have to dismantle some parts again if it gets to that
stage. Tip: use long, stiff but flexible wire e. You may be able to poke through the valve. Most
useful. A bit of detective work on the old unit showed that a screw had jammed the rotating air
valve and this is what probably caused the failure. Hi Jeremy, Those damn screws they get
everywhere, especially in car tyres. Colin thanks for taking the time to post this. Just remember
to keep washing the filter every 6 months. I keep forgetting. Hi Colin, Yours must be one the
best tutorials for what is quite a complicated repair to a Dc What a pity the DC18 which I think is
the best in the range has this inherant fault liability, it must cause the demise of the majority of
scrapped machines and could have been designed not to break so easily. Wish you well and
keep it up. Thanks Colinâ€¦.. Appreciate your efforts in making the article. Thank you for this
Colin: Your instructions helped ease my fear of tackling the job, Your photos are a huge help. I
asked for the part they gave me the part for the yoke DY instead of the undercarriage part DY , I
was glad I already looked it up myself. I put some plumbers lube on it and it went together with
ease, Vaseline would work just as well. As everyone once else has said my DC 18 works better

than ever! Regards, Terry. Colin, The info you provided was excellent and was a great help!
Thank you for your assistance as the vac is up and running again!!!!! My wife never runs the vac
but decided to clean up after the holidays. Caught her stomping on the assembly to get it to
stand upright. Quoted her the part and figured two hours labor. Your article saved me. Took a
little less than half an hour and it works perfectly. Saved my wife a lot in labor costs. Thanks
very much Colin. I had the exact same problem with my DC18, ordered the undercarriage and
followed your online instructions. I found then clear and precise and now have a fully
operational vacuum once more. Richard Bristol. I just wanted to say a quick thank you. These
instructions helped me repair a broken undercarriage that had a similar problem to yours. This
was really helpful as it enable me fix my Dyson but unlike you I elected to restore the
functionality by repairing the existing undercarriage. After all it was only missing a very small
piece of plastic with a spigot on it to operated the air valveâ€¦. I pulled off the left hand wheel in
order to get better access for drilling a couple of holes later on but that was the only
dismantling I needed to do. I cut a piece of thin steel plate about 1mm thick to be about 2 inches
long by half an inch wide. Drilled a hole at one end and attached my replacement spigot. I used
a cut down standoff of the type used to mount the motherboard in a PC I had a some round
ones rather than the usual hexagonal ones. But you could just use a nut, bolt and a few
washers. With the handle upright and the air valve in the corresponding position I insert the new
spigot into the top of the slot in the clear plastic disk that rotates the air valve. The two were
then drilled and joined together with two small nuts and bolts. I used countersunk small headed
bolts throughout to reduced risk of fouling during operation as space is a little tight. In
summary I simply replaced the missing piece of plastic with a piece of steel which is much
stronger then the original and should last indefinitely. The wheel was popped back on and
everything works like new. Took about an hour and cost nothing as I used stuff I had lying
about. You can tell the full story if you want. It might help someone else. Hi Colin can you tell
me the best place to order the rotary brush pipe for the slim ball dc18 or the lower duct pipe. Hi
Richard, Well I only had to replace my undercarriage once. The benefits are: No bags to buy, No
filters to maintain, No loss of suction, Designed for homes with pets. We now have a dog. There
are no filters because it is capable of putting the finest particles into the bin with all the other
dirt. I was lucky to see it nearly new on ebay being sold by a couple who had inherited it from a
relative but already had that model themselves. Such a simple part, but without it the machine
will not stand upright. For the cleaner head power socket, snap a photo so you can match the
colors when you reinsert them in the plastic plug. My DC18 has black and white wires, not
brown and blue. In step 8, rather than tying a clove hitch, get a pair of locking forceps to thread
through the hole. I have a pair and they are fantastic for such jobs. Across the pond you can get
parts from ereplacementparts. Thank you Colin, I would not have been able to remember all of
the subtle details of how to field repair a Dyson Vacuum. My wife did need to help with a
flashlight and locating the right tools were a bit trying but the end result was well worth the
effort. Colin, Thanks so very much for your excellent instructions. I had the entire undercarriage
removed, except for the Cleaner Head Power Socket, which, as you know, will not fit through the
narrow sleeve in the undercarriage. Your helpful diagram and accompanying text assisted me in
the last step in disassembling this socket. You saved me an expensive repair or the cost of a
new vacuum. Thank you Colin! Thank you a lot! Is there a video on this repair? I was told by a
servicer that its not worth repairing and to by a new Hoover. If they will, just buy them the part
and leave them to it. Try and get them to commit to a time period when they will get it done as it
is common for people to put things off into the future. Regards, HC. Thanks for this detailed
guide. This is an excellent tutorial! The close-up pictures were indispensable. I disassembled
my vacuum with no problemsâ€¦except one. I forgot to mark the wires. The 2nd picture in Step 2
shows the cable housing from underneath with a brown wire on the right and blue on the left,
but my vacuum has black and white wires. With some research, I figured out why. The US and
Europe use different wiring color codes. My vacuum does work perfectly again, so I can attest
that this info worked for me. I also ran it by a friend who is very comfortable working with wires
to double-check. The cables are coiled around each other in the picture, so look closely. Thanks
for the comment. Worked like a charm. Thanks a million, Colin. Taking it apart was easy. I had a
few set backs but took my time and after a few days I got a new Dyson cleaner that works
awesome. If you had not had this instruction it would be at the repair shop now. Thanks again
the pictures were so helpful. Thanks for this great post Colin, especially the super helpful
photos. Now my DC18 is good for another years of service! Although I have moved onto a
newer Dyson, in my house, the DC18 is still running at my mother-in-laws. The newer model has
its own flaws not serious ones. Your instructions are fantastic, thank you so much! I am having
a problem with the spring loaded cam. It is in the up position, and engaging the switch when the
unit is not in the upright position. Any idea how to fix that? Thank you again! Hi Christy, Thanks

for the compliment. I think the cam should get pulled down when the Dyson cylinders are
lowered to the ground. Flawless instructions! Thank you so much Colin. I finished the job in
under 20 minutes thanks to you. Hugely appreciative of the time and effort you put into
documenting this process and removing the FUD of completing this myself. Thank you ver
much for this write up. The level of detail in both words and images made the task very easy.
We had put up with the sticking and eventual breakage of the wand suction and I was close to
buying a new vacuum. Your write up convinced me this was a task I could do and in the end it
was quite easy. It works like new. Thanks for taking the time to do this. Are you able to kindly
confirm the type of screws used so that I can acquire some replacements please? Look
carefully at the diagram. You might find one you can extract from another place to try in the
place you need it. They look expensive to buy. You need a scrap dyson from which you can take
the screws. Maybe there are many models from which you could get screws. Good luck with
this one Guy. Great article, and like the others, completed it with minimal problems. Bravo,
Colin. I read through this description twice before ordering the undercarriage; the comments
posted told me I had the tools, patience and know-how to pull this off. It did take about 90
minutes as it was new territory but by the time I was done I could do it again in I had everything
put back together and then saw it inside the box. The old one was indeed very worn so after
administering a dope slap I took things apart as far as necessary to install the new gasket,
which made re-assembly a bit more difficult for some reason. But feels like I have a new vacuum
cleaner and am confident I could repair just about anything else on it. Thank you so much for
taking the time to post the most useful, informative and detailed repair of a great machine. Hi
Colin, Thank you so much for excellent guide how to replace undercarriage. I guess Chuk never
send you pictures how he had fixed broken tab back in , since I am trying to do just that? One is
required to buy the complete undercarriage. Hi Colin, Thank you for such a detailed post on
how to replace the DC18 undercarriage. We had the same problem as you undercarriage not
re-directing the suction to the hose and during this replacement process I was saddened to
learn that the DC18 is discontinued, that Dyson no longer carries parts and that none of my
local vacuum repair centres were able to help. Thanks to online availability of the part, and your
handy tutorial, I was able to do the replacement myself. I am glad to keep this machine out of
the landfill and to save the expense of a replacement. Fingers crossed for another 10 years with
this vacuum cleaner. All the best, Natalie. I grew up in a household where repairing items was
the norm. I see it as a sustainable approach to modern living. They have to go through a
reclamation process when disposed of. Colin â€” Thank you for this guide. It told me everything
I needed to know to make the repair on my 10 year old DC Your website is a true gem. Please
keep up the great work. Thanks for your helpful article. I have a same DC18, where motor
overheats and it shuts down after a few mins mins. Have already cleaned lower brush area, all
filters. It clips in where it bends at the bottom. You may find dirt there. See Pic. I have just
numbered all the pictures for easy reference and editted it too. With that short hose
disconnected and the Cleaner Head disconnected you should gain access to the changover
valve which directs air from the cleaner head or the wand according to the attitude of the
cleaner body i. Check if the valve is clear of dirt and works when the body is lifted up and down.
You should be able to check that short bit of Hand Tool Hose too. Anyway you should get better
access to all the airways. Beyond this you would have to get a screwdriver out. Thanks very
much, yesterday I removed all the visible screws from Pic 1. Cleaned the valve where wand
hose goes, that port was super dirty. Now I have to re-assemble and not sure if I can do it
easily? Hi Maveric, This is a bit tricky. The undercarriage in Pic. So I have never broken it down
into smaller pieces. You might have trouble with springs, i. The secret with these jobs is to take
photos as you dissassemble. Please let me know if you have any problems with springs not
working and parts left over when it looks complete. I may still have my old broken one to look
at. Thanks again, while I am at it, is there any other port or area I should be cleaning? The metal
wand and its long flexible pipe can be checked for total blockage by looking down them or
dropping something heavy like a screwdriver down them while they are disconnected from the
cleaner. Another place to clean is the outlet pipe from the cleaner head and inside the cleaner
head, especially where the drive belt connects the small motor to the rotating brush. The larger
length of the PCI slot cover was screwed to the gray plastic in a staggered manner. Same
problem as you had originally â€” tiny plastic spigot sheared off. DC18 Now fixed! All the DIY
knowledge and diagrams were a great guide, thanks. Hi Sunny, Well you and one or two others
have gone to town on repairing this part. Well done. In my case, as you know, I acquired a new
undercarriage. If that one had gone on to break too I would be cursing. I use a later model at my
house now, but I still keep the DC18 at mother-in-laws where my wife does the cleaning and it
has survived well. Your email address will not be published. Check here if you agree with the
storage and handling of your data by this website. Notify me of follow-up comments by email.

Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. Skip to content. Table of Contents. Table Of Pictures. Select the
image to enlarge it. Lugs of the Outer Wheel Hub exposed. The Cleaner Head Assembly is still
attached in this photo. Cleaner Head Swivel and Socket Housing with cover in place. Cleaner
Head Swivel and Socket Housing with cover removed. Upright Position Detection Micro-switch.
Screws Holding the Undercarriage to the Body. Location of the Small Cable Orifice. Binding the
wires and drawstring with tape. The cable form and drawstring totally bound with tape. Air Valve
Operation. U ndercarriage repaired by reader Bob Harris. Undercarriage repaired by reader
Adnan Kitchener. Post Views: 52, Related Posts. Author: Helpful Colin I have a background in
telecommunications and a fascination with all things scientific and technical - from physics to
electronics, and computing to DIY. Saved me a new vacuum cleaner though so thanks again!
Thanks for your interest Rachel. I have edited the first paragraph of the Process accordingly.
Would find pics very helpful. Were you able to do the repair without taking the vacuum apart? Hi
Chuck, I can see there has been a long line of people who would like to see your pictures of the
repair you made. And yes, very helpful, Colin! Thanks again Colin! Thanks for the compliment
Brad. This has proved to be the most helpful article to date. Thank you for your positive
comment. MUCH moreâ€¦ Thanks for making the internet useful today. Colin, very helpful
instructions. I also replaced the permanent hepa filter. Vacuum is like new. Just did this to my
dyson! It took about an hour but it works perfect again, thank you! Thanks for the walk through.
Hi Ray, Sorry to hear you still have a problem. Colin, Thanks very much. You saved me a bunch
of money. Good job! Thank You for the Detailed Instructions, very helpful indeed. Hi Moke, I feel
great to have been some help to you. Patrick this sounds like the beginning of a Happy New
Year. Hi Colin, This was really helpful as it enable me fix my Dyson but unlike you I elected to
restore the functionality by repairing the existing undercarriage. After all it was only missing a
very small piece of plastic with a spigot on it to operated the air valveâ€¦ I pulled off the left
hand wheel in order to get better access for drilling a couple of holes later on but that was the
only dismantling I needed to do. Many thanks Colin â€” another grateful reader with a repaired
Dyson. With your help I fixed our Dyson DC Thank you very much. Probably last longer. Colin,
thank you! A couple of suggestions: 1. Again, much appreciated. Best Regards, Mike. Hi Mike,
Glad to hear you were successful. Hi Ellem, Thanks for the comment. DC18 back in service.
Thanks Colin, I ended up using some of the screws from the old broken undercarriage. Hi Buzz,
Thank you for such a nice compliment. Best to you, Adnan. I have a same DC18, where motor
overheats and it shuts down after a few mins mins Have already cleaned lower brush area, all
filters. Would you have any advise on putting Pic1 back with the whole assembly? Thank you.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Part Number: DY Ships in
1 - 17 business days. In Stock, 11 available. In Stock, 18 available. Part Number: In Stock, 2
available. In Stock, 3 available. In Stock, 1 available. Not Available for Retail Sale. Shopping
Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart.
Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Dyson Vacuum Parts. Continue Shopping
Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart. Page B. Page C. Page D. Page
E. Page F. Page G. Miscellaneous Parts. Popular Parts. Rope Seal. Inlet Seal. Black Plastic
Washer. FDC Seal. Vacuum Parts. Accessories for the Dyson DC I need the clip that holds the
brush assembly with the Ball part, cant identify which part is that. Nelly for model number dont
know asked on Hi Nelly, We would be happy to do some research to find you the correct parts.
However, we need your model number and the brand name to locate any information on this.
Model numbers can be short or long, and could have a mixture of numbers and letters. Thank
you for your question and good luck with your repair! Did this question help you? Yes No. Ask a
question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can.
Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number
Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to
you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Sign up. Thank you! Your
email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list.
Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Due to the executive order
effective March 24, in the state of Michigan, it has been mandated that all non-essential
businesses undergo closure until April 13th, Please be aware that all orders will not be shipped
until on or after that date. We apologize for any inconvenience caused and appreciate your
business. Thank you. Dyson genuine parts ensure proper fit, and support your original
manufacture warranty. Vacuum Direct has been an authorized Dyson dealer for over 10 years
and offers a full selection of genuine Dyson spare parts covering all Dyson vacuum models.
Simply access the color coded schematics for a simplified view of your model and locate any
needed Dyson parts for nearly all uprights, canisters, cordless, and handhelds. Only by using
genuine Dyson parts will you be able to maintain the warranty. Alternately, using generic,

off-brand parts may void your remaining warranty. At VacuumDirect. On this page, you will find
links to every Dyson series for which we have parts. Simply find the picture and number of your
Dyson vacuum and click to see which parts we have stock. If you are uncertain of the name of
the part you need, these official Dyson vacuum diagrams will help you locate and name it. This
means that the spare parts made by Dyson are of equivalent quality to those that ship inside
Dyson vacuums. By purchasing genuine Dyson replacement parts, all of the parts in your
vacuum will be one consistent, high quality standard. Some Dyson models also include a
washable post-motor filter. In order to optimize the performance of your Dyson vacuum, you
should wash the filter or filters every six months with regular use. Keep in mind that if you use
your vacuum more frequently, the filters will require more frequent cleaning. Rinse and wash
the filters with clean water and allow them to completely dry before reinserting them back into
your vacuum. Do not use detergent. It is essential that your filters completely dry before being
returned to your vacuum , otherwise they could mold and decay. While the air continues on to
the filter, most of the dirt, debris, and dust is forcibly removed by centrifugal force into the clear
dust bin. This allows your Dyson vacuum to maintain a constant, steady air flow while achieving
no loss of suction. Most vacuums lose suction because the filters become clogged with dirt or
debris, but with your Dyson, most of the debris is already long separated from the air before it
even reaches the filter! A HEPA filter is a type of air filter designed to capture Thus, a HEPA
filter is able to capture bacteria out of the air. All Dyson upright vacuums meet or exceed
industry standards for removing allergen dust that has become embedded in the carpets of your
home. The HEPA filter is guaranteed to trap pollen, dust, mold spores and pet dander,
eliminating many common allergy and asthma triggers. Dyson Cyclone technology is
engineered to further retain Thus, your Dyson vacuum vents air that is up to times cleaner than
the air you breathe. Dyson also sells an Asthma and Allergy Kit with three tools to help reduce
the allergens in your home. The Soft Dusting Brush helps clean pollen and dust from window
blinds, fans, and appliances around your home. The Flexi Crevice Tool takes care of dust that
has fallen between furniture and in tight spaces. The Mattress Tool helps you remove pollens
and other allergens that have become embedded in upholstery, furniture, and mattresses. I just
moved into a new home and there is a nasty stain in one of the carpets. Can Dyson help me get
rid of it? Dyson offers a number of carpet care options beyond vacuum cleaners. You may want
to try the Dyson Dyzolv spot cleaner spray or the Dyson Zorb powder. The Dyson Dyslv spot
cleaner contains four active ingredients to clean soil based stains, oil based stains, grease, and
food or drink based stains. The Dysolv spot cleaner is safe for wool and stain-resistant carpet.
The Dyson Zorb powder is a powerful stain removing material that is also safe for wool and
stain-resistant carpets. The Dyson Zorb powder contains miniscule stain-fighting sponges that
bind to the particles of the stain and lift them away from your carpet, allowing you two vacuum
it away a half-hour later. If you order the Dyson Carpet Cleaning Kit, you will get both the Dysolv
and the Zorb, along with the Zorb Groomer tool designed to help you maximize the
effectiveness of the Zorb powder. The Animal models have additional accessories to aid you in
cleaning up such things as hair and dander. This helps you keep ahead of pet-related allergies.
The Dyson Animal model vacuums are very convenient, and rather stylish in coloration. This kit
allows you to clean hard to reach places and to tackle stains in your fabrics or carpets. The
Dyson Groom Tool kit is another great option for dog owners. In addition to the Zorb powder
and carpet grooming tool, the Groom tool kit also comes with a stiff bristle brush to ensure that
your carpets are well protected from anything your dog brings into the house. This Groom kit
also comes with Dyson Animal parts including the Dyson Groom Tool, which allows you to
brush your dog and remove loose hair. This is the perfect tool to help keep your home clean
during shedding season. Dyson offers a Car Cleaning Kit with a number of hand tools. The Flexi
Crevice Tool helps you reach around obstacles and between seats. The Stiff Bristle Brush
makes short work of dirt and dried mud that has been caked or ground into your carpet. The
unique design eliminates the need for a tangled-up mess. Wow, those kits sound swell! Are
there any other vacuum tool kits offered by Dyson? The Dyson Home Cleaning Kit offers you a
Multi Angle Dust Brush that allows you to clean a variety of challenging locations in your home:
ceiling fans, cabinets, the top of the refrigerator, and more! The Soft Dusting Brush helps you to
dust the more delicate surfaces in your home and the Stiff Bristle Brush loosens up dirt that has
been ground into your carpets. The Dyson Full Clean Kit is your ultimate cleaning accessory
set. The Mattress Tool helps get dust and allergens out of upholstery and the Flexi Crevice Tool
helps you clean between furniture and in other tight, hard to reach spaces. Use the Dyson
Dysolv Spot Remover spray to quickly break up and remove stains from carpets and rugs. Good
question! If you have additional questions, please do not hesitate to call our Dyson repair
experts at VacuumDirect. Locate the various parts of the Bin Assembly below to locate the parts
you need to keep your Dyson cleaning. Click Here to View Larger Image. Locate the parts you

need below to get your Dyson doing what it does best sucking. At the right side of the diagram
you will find the clickable links to the respective parts. Located below is the Dyson DC07
Accessory schematics. Required maintenance depends on the frequency of which you vacuum
and age of the vacuum cleaner. With excessive use, vacuum parts may wear over time. For an
example, you may run over your power cord, need a spare Dyson DC07 filter, or dropped your
clear bin. Have you checked your pre-filter lately? On the Dyson DC07, your pre-filter is located
on the lower right when facing the front of the vacuum. Cleaning the Dyson DC07 filter enables
optimal performance and ensures your DC07 is working hard at picking up dirt and grime off of
the carpet as it should. Be sure to fully consult our schematics and compare to your vacuum. It
is very important to properly identify replacement s before ordering new Dyson Genuine Parts.
Typically, vacuum brush bars wear-out before anything else. Periodically viewing the brush bar
you can easily observe if the brush bar bristles are worn. Be sure to also check if your brush
bar is working properly and if the belt is not worn. If you notice that the belt is worn or if the
brush bar is not spinning correctly, you may want to purchase the Dyson DC07 Clutch
assembly. In a perfect world accidents wouldn't happen but they do. We've seen it all from Pets
chewing on Dyson DC07 hoses, accessories, wand handles, and power cords to vacuums being
dropped down the stairs. Even though this can be very upsetting, be assured that the Dyson
DC07 replacement parts you need to repair your Dyson DC07 vacuum including the Dyson DC07
hose, filter, clear bin, wand handle, cyclonic assembly, cleaner head, clutch assembly, and more
are all available here on VacuumDirect. No off brand part will effectively achieve this, which can
be a major concern and could possibly cause more issues with your Dyson vacuum if you
purchase decide to purchase non genuine parts elsewhere. Not only do we carry the largest
selection of Genuine Dyson Parts online, we also have friendly and knowledgeable customer
service representatives available to assist you and answer any questions you may have
regarding your part search. Once you have located the DC07 part you need, simply add it to
your cart and continue to a secure checkout. Complete the required fields to complete your
checkout. Once the order is received, your order will be packaged quickly for speedy delivery. If
you need assistance, have a question, or would like to order over the phone please feel free to
contact us Toll Free at We are available from 9 am to 5 pm Eastern, Monday thru Friday. Here
you can find all of the genuine Dyson replacement parts you need to keep your DC11 in great
working order. To help you locate the genuine Dyson parts you need, we have included this
DC11 lower motor cover parts schematic. Browse below and locate the parts we have available
for your Dyson vacuum. Locate the accessories you need below to get your Dyson doing what it
does best sucking. To help you locate the genuine Dyson parts you need, we have included this
DC11 duct upper motor cover assembly parts schematic. Even the best performing equipment
requires maintenance. Regular use with any vacuum cleaner will impede performance over time.
Accidents happen. Overzealous cleaning may lead to cracks or tears. In these cases, buying a
single genuine Dyson spare part will be much less expensive than purchasing an entirely new
vacuum. Make a smart investment by purchasing a genuine Dyson DC11 replacement part.
While you may be tempted to use generic-brand replacement parts, doing so will void your
Dyson 5-year warranty and may prove more hassle than it is worth. Only by using genuine
Dyson parts will you be sure that your repair is lasting and preserve your warranty. So purchase
perfect-fit Dyson DC 11 replacement and spare parts because they will make installation easy
and worry-free. The replacement Dyson parts found on VacuumDirect. Purchasing these
genuine Dyson parts from Vacuum Direct will remove all of the guess work from the repair
process. At Vacuum Direct, you will find the largest online selection of genuine Dyson Vacuum
parts. You find the same screws that are currently used in your Dyson DC11, no need to guess
gauge or thread spacing. You will find power switches that fit perfectly in the housing of your
Dyson DC11 Vacuum. From rollers to replacement clips and tools, VacuumDirect. After
determining which genuine Dyson DC11 part you are looking for, throw it in your cart and
proceed to the secure checkout process. Answers to questions about shipping can be found in
our Shipping Policy. If you require any assistance, feel free to call us Toll Free at Our friendly
customer service team is available Monday thru Friday from 9 a. If you have questions about
your model or genuine Dyson replacement parts, you may call Vacuum Direct at But with
genuine Dyson replacement parts from Vacuum Direct, you will find putting your Dyson DC14
back together again to be as simple as reciting an old nursery rhyme. By ordering Dyson
vacuum parts for do-it-yourself repairs, you will save money over purchasing an entirely new
vacuum cleaner. Be sure to only order genuine Dyson parts because generic-brand parts will
not be an exact fit and could end up causing you more problems and more repairs over time.
Genuine Dyson DC14 replacement parts are guaranteed to be a perfect match for your Dyson
DC14 vacuum cleaner in terms of fit and function. So if you need to make repairs, only use
genuine Dyson spare parts. You will save time, money, and hassle. As the largest authorized

dealer of Dyson vacuums and genuine Dyson spare parts, VacuumDirect. You will quickly find
the exact Dyson DC14 filter, hose, brush bar or other replacement part you need, as well as
diagrams and schematics to allow you to quickly and painlessly make the repair yourself.
Humpty-Dumpty never had it so good. On VacuumDirect. Vacuum Direct only sells genuine
Dyson parts directly from the manufacturer. Our staff is available Monday thru Friday, 9 am to 5
pm Eastern. Once you have located the part you need, you can add it to your cart and move on
to our secure checkout. Located below is the Dyson DC15 stabiliser parts diagram. There are
many instances when you can emulate MacGyver and jury-rig a repair because it is convenient
at the time. Your repaired item lasts for a while, but before long it inevitably breaks down again.
Save yourself the time, money, and hassle by getting the right replacement part the first time. If
you ever find yourself needing a replacement part for a Dyson vacuum, do not risk a jury-rigged
repair. Order a genuine Dyson spare part from VacuumDirect. Vacuum Direct offers a vast
selection of genuine Dyson DC15 Vacuum replacement parts so that you will always have the
right tool for the job. If you need replacement parts for a Dyson DC15 vacuum, it only makes
sense to buy parts that were made for the Dyson D This ensures your DC15 replacement parts
will have a guaranteed fit, making the repairs much easier. No more guessing, no more struggle.
Get the peace of mind that only genuine Dyson vacuum parts can give you. Order your genuine
Dyson DC15 replacement parts today. Only Dyson authorized dealers are allowed to sell
genuine Dyson vacuum parts. You will never have to jury-rig any repairs, because we take the
guess work out. If you have any questions on ordering a replacement part for your Dyson DC15,
call us Toll Free at We are available Monday thru Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Eastern. So put down the
paperclips and chewing gum, and order genuine Dyson replacement parts from VacuumDirect.
Keep it functioning at peak performance with genuine Dyson repair parts. Not sure what part
you need for your Dyson DC16 vacuum cleaner, this DC16 parts schematic will help you locate
them with ease. Browse the below schematic, find the part and letter number, and locate the
number on the right and if we have the part available, click the view details button and you will
be taken to the part. If you have any questions feel free to call for toll free support team,
available Monday thru Friday from 9 am to 5 pm Eastern. Feel free to use this parts diagram to
help you locate the part you need for your Dyson vacuum. The diagram below is clickable and
will take you to a larger version if you need it. Find the part you need and then match the letter
to the right sidebar, click on the link to go to that part.. Please note not all parts are available,
and sometimes we have parts available that are not listed in the schematic. FDC Seal When it
comes to finding the right accessories for your Dyson DC16 vacuum cleaner, this DC16
accessories parts diagram is exactly what the cleaning doctor ordered. Full list of available
accessories are below. Find the DC16 vacuum accessories you are interested in below and click
through to our available listings. Some products may NOT be in stock on our website but may
be available if you call , Monday thru Friday from 9 am to 5 pm Eastern. Universal Fit Adaptor
You may find that over time you misplace or mislay certain pieces of your Dyson DC16 Vacuum
cleaner. If this occurs, do not fret, simply order genuine Dyson DC16 replacement parts. Only
settle for genuine Dyson replacement parts. From regular maintenance to accident repairs,
parts will need replacement over the years. Keep your Dyson DC16 in top shape with genuine
Dyson spare parts. Demand excellence. Demand genuine Dyson DC16 replacement parts. This
means that Dyson trusts us to distribute their genuine Dyson vacuum parts to you, the
consumer. We have the best selection of genuine Dyson parts. Simply browse our Dyson spare
parts list, add the necessary part to your cart, and proceed to our secure checkout. We sell only
genuine Dyson parts, designed to be a perfect match for your Dyson DC You will also find
official diagrams and charts for the schematics and assemblies of the Dyson DC We hope to
make the repairs for your Dyson DC17 as painless and possible. For assistance, you may call us
toll free at , our support team is available from 9 am to 5 pm Eastern, Monday thru Friday.
Nothing but diamonds last forever, but with regular maintenance, your Dyson DC17 vacuum
cleaner can continue to deliver top performance for many long years. Over time, certain parts
may wear or be mislaid, and you may find yourself in need of replacing them. At this juncture,
you have the option to order a genuine Dyson DC17 filter, hose, bag or other vacuum
replacement part custom designed to match your Dyson DC17, so why would you consider any
other choice? It is a pretty easy choice to make. Only genuine Dyson replacement parts are
designed to original manufacturer specifications, and only genuine Dyson replacement parts
will maintain your warranty from Dyson. Accept no substitutes. Genuine Dyson parts are made
with the same attention to quality and detail that you expect from a Dyson vacuum cleaner.
Genuine Dyson DC17 vacuum parts are built to last for the long haul. You can also find
diagrams and assembly charts of the Dyson DC17 vacuum. With parts and diagrams, you will
find making repairs or providing regular maintenance to your Dyson DC17 is an easy affair. Get
the ease of mind that comes with using genuine Dyson parts in your Dyson DC Take a look at

our comprehensive Dyson parts list and use our secure checkout process. All items listed
below are genuine Dyson DC18 replacement parts. The diagrams and assembly charts can aid
you in identifying the part you need. After locating and selecting the Dyson replacement part
you require, proceed to our secure checkout to place your order. View Larger Image. Then find
the appropriate part through a clickable link to the right of the the schematic. If your car was
having engine problems, would you want the mechanic to throw in just any old engine? Well,
performing maintenance or repairs on a Dyson vacuum is much the same. Each authentic
Dyson vacuum part is specifically engineered for a specific Dyson vacuum cleaner. Likewise,
each Dyson vacuum cleaner is specifically engineered to run using only genuine Dyson parts
made for that specific vacuum. When you need to perform standard maintenance or emergency
repairs on your Dyson DC18 vacuum cleaner, be sure to order genuine Dyson DC18 repair parts.
Vacuum cleaners are complex machines, and the Dyson DC18 is no exception. With any
advanced appliance, regular use leads to wear and tear. Stress or heat may damage parts and
brushes and belts might just wear away. From complex gears and circuits to belts and bolts,
Dyson offers a full line of replacement parts for the DC When looking for genuine Dyson
vacuum parts, be sure to order from an authorized Dyson parts dealer. Vacuum Direct is the
largest online Dyson parts dealer and offer a vast selection of Dyson DC18 vacuum replacement
parts. From seals to switches and brush bars to bleed valve housing, Vacuum Direct has every
part you need to restore your DC18 to perfect functionality. Not only dealing in the replacement
Dyson vacuum parts you need, VacuumDirect. This allows you to easily find out where your
Dyson replacement part fits into your DC If you have any questions regarding ordering
replacement parts or making repairs to your Dyson DC18, feel free to contact us at It is a toll
free call and we would be happy to assist you. Our customer support team is available Monday
thru Friday, from 9 am to 5 pm Eastern. Please note: We may not have everything on the
schematic in stock. Those that we do not carry will have NLA next to the name. Find the parts
you need to get your Dyson Vacuuming once again. Located the part name and find the
clickable links on the right side of the page to get to the correct products detail page. View
larger Image. Find the parts you need and click the view details button on the right side of the
page that represents the item you want to find. Use this diagram to locate the proper parts you
need for your DC21 vacuum cleaner. To the right you will be able to find the part names to click
on to go to that product page. When it comes to getting the most out of your DC21 having the
right tools, attachments, and wand assembly means everything. This Schematic will allow you
to locate the parts, tools, and accessories you need to get the most out of your Dyson DC It is
always a heart-sinking moment when something goes wrong with your vacuum. In that moment,
you may panic and run to the small appliance store for a cheap, generic brand spare part. By
doing so, you could be putting your vacuum cleaner at greater risk. Dyson vacuums are meant
to use Dyson replacement parts. Using a third-party piece is not recommended for a Dyson
vacuum cleaner, or you will void your warranty. What do you do then? Order genuine Dyson
DC21 vacuum replacement parts. Dyson designs DC21 parts to work specifically with the DC
Using genuine Dyson replacement parts could help prolong the life and enhance the
performance of your DC21 Dyson Stowaway vacuum. Vacuum Direct is one of the largest
authorized suppliers of genuine Dyson vacuum parts. Should you not find a particular part you
are looking for, give us a call at Our customer support team is available Monday thru Friday, 9
am to 5 pm Eastern. We will help you locate the genuine Dyson part. These parts are designed
by Dyson to work to the same standard as the parts that shipped in the DC22 vacuum cleaner.
There are times when your vacuum cleaner is going to require repairs or regular maintenance to
remain at its peak operational capacity. If you are using a Dyson DC22, it is essential to order
genuine Dyson parts to remedy these situations. Why genuine Dyson replacement parts? By
using genuine Dyson spare parts, you will be sure that your parts will fit and function as
intended. Whereas Dyson is the only manufacturer that can make replacement Dyson vacuum
parts to the original manufacturers standards, these are the only parts you can use in your
DC22 without risk of voiding your remaining warranty. Order genuine Dyson DC22 replacement
parts and know that you are getting quality spare parts that are made by Dyson itself. This
means we sell genuine Dyson vacuum replacement parts made by Dyson. These pictures allow
you to identify the part you need and assist you when it comes time to install the part. Should
you have any questions on the repair or ordering process, do not hesitate to call VacuumDirect.
It is a toll-free call! We are available Monday thru Friday, from 9 am to 5 pm Eastern. All of these
parts are made by Dyson and available to be ordered through Vacuum Direct. Genuine Dyson
DC23 replacement parts will help to make all of your Dyson maintenance easier and worry free.
To find the parts you need find them below in the parts schematic. Some products may NOT be
in stock on our website but may be available if you call Our customer support team is available
Monday thru Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Eastern.. Are you not sure what Dyson accessories you need

or are available for your DC23 vacuum cleaner? No problem, the Dyson DC23 Accessories parts
diagram below will allow you to easily find the accessories you need for your Dyson vacuum.
All products listed below are Genuine Dyson Accessories. Finding parts are as easy as 1, 2, 3
with our Dyson parts schematics. If products are in stock you can use the click for details to go
directly to the product page for each part. All products listed below are Genuine Dyson
Products. Rope Seal The Wand and hose is an important part of a vacuum cleaner. Power Wand
Hose Assembly Wand Cuff Cover When you buy replacement batteries for a flashlight, you
purchase batteries made specifically for that flashlight, be they AA, AAA, D or C, whichever size
that flashlight was specifically designed to use. In the same way, if you need replacement parts
for your Dyson DC23 vacuum cleaner, you should order parts that the DC23 was specifically
designed to use: genuine Dyson replacement parts. Dyson engineers its high-quality vacuums
to work only with high-quality genuine Dyson replacement parts. Genuine Dyson replacement
parts are designed to work specifically with certain Dyson vacuum models. When you order
genuine Dyson spare parts, you know that you are getting spare parts that will fit securely in
your Dyson DC23 and function as they were intended to. It may be tempting to use a generic
off-brand part because they may be cheap and quick, but doing so could potentially damage
your Dyson vacuum cleaner. Using any parts not made by Dyson in your Dyson DC23 will void
your warranty. Use genuine Dyson DC23 replacement parts every time. Luckily for you,
VacuumDirect. Simply browse these pages for the Dyson DC23 replacement parts you require,
add them to your cart, and proceed to our secure checkout process. As soon as VacuumDirect.
Just call us toll-free at We are here to help you find your Dyson replacement parts. The right
links will take you directly to the product page. Click Here to View larger Image. View the
schematic below to identify the party you need and utilize the names and buttons on the right of
the page and click them to go directly to the parts page. Locate the parts you need by using the
Dyson DC24 Duct Assembly Parts Diagram - View the DC24 parts schematic below, find the
letter and part name, then match it with the parts on the right side of the page. Use this Dyson
DC24 Wand Assembly parts diagram to easily locate the parts you need to keep your Dyson
running at peak performance - Find the part name and letter in the schematic and then locate
the part in the right side of the page. Click view details to be taken directly to the parts detail
page. It is conceivable that you could get cut down a tree using only a hatchet, but it is a lot
easier to use a saw or felling axe. No matter what job is at hand, use the proper tools. If the task
is Dyson vacuum repair, use genuine Dyson replacement vacuum parts. Dyson engineered the
DC24 to make use of genuine Dyson replacement parts. Get the replacement parts that your
Dyson DC24 was meant to run on. Get genuine Dyson replacement parts. Only genuine Dyson
replacement parts will keep your DC24 in warranty. The Dyson DC24 is a complex piece of
equipment, so you need to be sure that the materials that you use in repairs are of equally high
quality. As one of the largest online authorized Dyson parts dealers, VacuumDirect. We have
screws, springs, replacement balls, containers, clips, belts, hoses, switches, circuits,
insulators, motor assemblies and much, much more. Vacuum Direct makes Dyson DC24 repair
and maintenance easy. Simply add the genuine Dyson parts you need to your cart and proceed
to our secure checkout. Choose genuine Dyson replacement parts and VacuumDirect. Any
questions you have can be answered by calling us toll-free at Our customer service team is
available Monday thru Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Eastern. Good news, VacuumDirect. Use this
diagram to locate the proper parts you need for your DC25 vacuum cleaner. To the right you will
be able to find the part names along with clickable links directly to the product pages if
available. Use this Schematic to locate the proper parts you need for your DC25 vacuum
cleaner. Cut-rate parts are cut-rate for a reason, because they are not engineered to original
manufacturer specifications. Get parts that will last: genuine Dyson replacement parts. Made by
Dyson for Dyson vacuum cleaners, genuine Dyson replacement parts will enable you to perform
lasting repairs on your Dyson vacuum cleaners. If you want the convenience of less frequent
maintenance, choose genuine Dyson replacement parts. If you want to maintain the warranty on
your Dyson DC25, choose genuine Dyson 25 replacement parts. If you want spare parts that
were designed to fit perfectly in your Dyson DC25, choose genuine Dyson DC25 replacement
parts. Therefore you know that you are getting quality parts that were meant for your DC Now
that you have made the decision to use genuine Dyson replacement parts for your DC25
maintenance, it is time to settle on a vacuum parts dealer. Simply browse our catalogue of
genuine Dyson DC25 parts, add the items you need to your cart, and proceed to our secure
checkout. If you have any questions regarding which genuine Dyson replacement part to order,
feel free to browse the parts diagrams at the head of the Dyson DC25 Vacuum Parts page. If you
cannot find the Dyson DC25 brush bar, filter, hose or other part you are looking for, give
VacuumDirect. Order your genuine Dyson replacement parts today! If require further assistance,
please call As the smallest vacuum designed with constant suction, the Dyson DC26 is a petite

powerhouse of a vacuum cleaner for those with smaller living quarter. If you do not treat it
properly, you may find yourself needing to perform maintenance. Your Dyson DC26 is a piece of
precision-crafted machinery, so you only want to use the best parts available for it: genuine
Dyson replacement parts. In fact, genuine Dyson replacement parts are the only spare parts
designed to work with the Dyson DC Using parts from anyone but Dyson will void your
warranty. So, make the wise choice and use genuine Dyson DC26 replacement vacuum parts for
your DC26 maintenance needs. Dyson chose VacuumDirect. Simply add the genuine Dyson
DC26 replacement parts you need to your cart and proceed to our secure checkout, then we will
process your order and ship your genuine Dyson parts on the next UPS or USPS truck. For your
convenience, VacuumDirect. You will find parts diagrams to help you determine which part you
need and where it is located in your DC Use this Schematic to locate the proper parts you need
for your DC27 vacuum cleaner. Ingenuity in problem solving is something to be prided, but
sometimes the solution to your issue has already been ingeniously solved in advance. So let
them earn their pay and use genuine Dyson replacement parts. By using genuine Dyson spare
parts, you will preserve the warranty of your Dyson. Using any other part could void your
remaining warranty, so before ordering your next replacement vacuum replacement parts, be
sure that they are genuine Dyson DC27 replacement parts. This means Dyson depends on us to
deliver to you their genuine Dyson parts for your DC Browse our Dyson DC27 vacuum parts
catalogue to find the genuine Dyson replacement parts you need. If you need help identifying a
part, please notice the Dyson DC27 parts and accessories diagrams at the top of the page.
These images will help you determine which part you need and where it fits into your Dyson DC
After processing your order, we will expediently ship your parts. If you require assistance, you
may call VacuumDirect. Our customer service team is available from 9 am to 5 pm Eastern,
Monday thru Friday. You will also find parts diagrams for the Dyson DC28 to help you locate
and identify the individual components of the Dyson DC28 Animal. Locate the accessories you
need below to get your Dyson doing what it does best -- removing dirt and debris from your
home. Locate the accessories you need below to get your Dyson doing what it does best
sucking up dirt and debris. At the right side of the diagram are clickable links to the each part.
The Dyson DC28 is a powerful machine made from quality parts. Should the occasion ever arise
that you must replace one of these parts, be it due to an accident or regular maintenance, it is
imperative to only ever use genuine Dyson replacement parts. Only Dyson parts are engineered
and designed to full Dyson compliance specifications. Unlike Dyson, third-party parts makers
do not design their parts to the original manufacturer specifications. By using only genuine
Dyson DC28 replacement parts in your Dyson DC28, you can be certain in the knowledge that all
of your replacement vacuum parts will be sure matches for your machine. Never give into the
temptation to use off-brand or generic vacuum part. You can receive quality parts made
specifically for your vacuum by simply ordering genuine Dyson DC28 parts. These genuine
Dyson parts specifically designed for the DC28, so you never have to worry about the fit or
performance. Receive the quality Dyson replacement parts that your Dyson DC28 demands.
Keep it running as powerfully and efficiently as Day One with genuine Dyson replacement
vacuum parts. We offer a wide selection of parts in an easy to browse format. If you have further
questions about determining which DC28 parts you require, give us a call at and we will be
happy to lend you our expertise in Dyson vacuums. When you are ready to place an order for
your genuine Dyson replacement parts, simply click the items you need, place them in your
cart, and proceed through our secure and easy checkout process. So take a look around and
find what you are looking for. Use this Schematic to locate the proper parts you need for your
DC31 vacuum cleaner. To the right you will be able to find the part names along with clickable
links directly to the available product pages. There are easy solutions and needlessly difficult
solutions to most problems. When it comes to Dyson vacuum maintenance, the easiest solution
to any problem is to use genuine Dyson replacement parts. The needlessly difficult method
would involve trying to find off-brand replacement parts. Use genuine Dyson spare parts. Using
genuine Dyson DC31 replacement parts is the smart choice for those who want to save time and
money because Dyson is the only vacuum parts manufacturer who makes replacement parts to
their original specifications for their vacuums. Generic off-brand parts may cause future issues
and void your remaining warranty on your Dyson DC Genuine Dyson spare parts are made by
Dyson for specific vacuum models. When you buy Genuine Dyson DC31 parts, you know that
you are receiving replacement parts that are made by Dyson to work specifically with the DC
The only way to get this guarantee is by ordering genuine Dyson replacement parts. Dyson only
allows certain authorized dealers sell their genuine Dyson vacuum cleaner parts. One of the
largest of these online authorized Dyson parts dealers is VacuumDirect. Browse our wide
selection of genuine Dyson spare parts on VacuumDirect. Along with the parts and DC31
assembly diagrams available at the top of this page, we will help you determine which parts you

need to repair your Dyson DC So chose the easy solution by ordering genuine Dyson spare
parts from VacuumDirect. You will be glad that you saved time, money, and hassle. You will also
find parts diagrams below to aid you in identifying which parts you require. Use this Schematic
to locate the genuine parts you need for your DC33 vacuum cleaner. Genuine Dyson parts are
like a pair of old pants: they just fit right. That is because Dyson specifically designs parts for
each of its vacuum models. When you need replacement or spare parts for your Dyson DC33
Multi Floor vacuum, you can rest assured that with genuine Dyson DC33 replacement parts you
will be getting a precise, custom fit. They are the only replacement parts guaranteed to maintain
your remaining warranty on your Dyson vacuum. When it comes to ordering genuine DC33
parts, you should choose a retailer authorized by Dyson itself to sell genuine Dyson parts:
VacuumDirect. Vacuum Direct sells only genuine Dyson replacement parts, so you know that
you are getting Dyson DC33 spare parts made directly by the manufacturer. If you want help
determining which genuine Dyson DC33 hose, filter, brush bar or other spare part to choose,
you can give VacuumDirect. The customer support team is available from 9 am to 5 pm Eastern,
Monday thru Friday. After receiving and processing your order, we will ship it out as soon as
possible. So get the best-fitting, tailor-made, genuine Dyson parts on VacuumDirect. Should an
accident occur that necessitates maintenance on your DC34, you can use genuine Dyson
replacement parts to quickly get your Dyson DC34 back in operation. We are open 9 am to 5 pm
Eastern, Monday thru Friday. Easily find the genuine Dyson accessories you need for your
Dyson DC34 vacuum cleaner. Just located the accessory in this Dyson DC24 accessories
schematic and click the view details button. Find the letter of the part in the diagram and then
located the letter on the right side of the schematic page. Click the view details to be taken
directly to the product page. Nobody likes having to perform maintenance on their home
appliances. It costs money, takes time, and slows down your productivity. You want to return to
your routine as quickly as possible, we get that. But when you shop for replacement parts for
your Dyson DC34, it is important that you take the time to be certain that the parts you are
buying are rated for your vacuum. Want to take the guess work out of buying replacement parts
for a Dyson? Buy genuine Dyson parts and you will know exactly what you are getting. Genuine
Dyson replacement parts are made to the original manufacturer specifications. These are not
cut-rate parts from some third-party manufacturer, but made by Dyson itself. Thus, you know
you are getting quality spare parts that will work great with your Dyson DC Make sure you are
living in a clean environment by keeping your vacuums in top working order. The Dyson DC34
hand vacuum is easy to maintain with genuine Dyson replacement parts. Dyson removes the
fret from the repair cycle and gets you back to your routine. In order to make DC34 maintenance
as easy as possible, VacuumDirect. If you have questions about genuine Dyson DC34 parts or
repairs, feel free to give us a call on our toll-free phone line: Our customer support staff is
available Monday thru Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Eastern. With genuine Dyson spare parts from
VacuumDirect. Dyson DC35 Vacuum Parts Replacement parts are something you never want to
have to use but they are so nice to have when you need them. Use this Schematic to locate the
proper parts you need for your DC35 vacuum cleaner. Handhelds are more portable than bigger
vacuums and tend to be pulled out more often to clean up small spot messes. Because of this,
the filter of the DC35 will need to be washed just as often as a full sized vacuum. A common
mistake when washing the filter is putting it back into the vacuum before it completely dry. This
can cause the filter to mold and decay. Another common problem is misplacing a vital part such
as the adapter tool. Only genuine Dyson part are guarantied to fit seamlessly into the Dyson DC
It might be tempting to replace the filter with a generic part, because its just a filter right?
Wrong, generic parts are not made of the same materials and do not have to meet the same
specifications as a genuine Dyson part. Using these parts in your vacuum will void your
warranty. Handling this vacuum more often increases the chance of an accident happening.
Being bumped, knocking the vacuum right out of your hand onto the floor could cause a part to
become dislodged or cracked. As a Dyson replacement parts retailer, our knowledgeable staff
will be able to assist your with any questions you have, or if you wish to order by phone you
can call Toll- Free at If you do decide to order online, you can rest assure that you will be
ordering your spare Dyson parts on a secure server. It would be a shame if something
happened to it. Use this Schematic to locate the genuine Dyson DC39 parts you need for your
vacuum cleaner. Use this Schematic to locate the genuine parts you need for your DC39
vacuum cleaner. Children, personal errors, and practical jokes are among the leading causes of
broken vacuums. Corleone might find it funny for you to wake up one morning to find the hose
and cleaner head severed from your DC39 vacuum, lying next to you in bed. Little Michael might
think your pond is dirty, and the next thing you know, your DC39 is swimming with the fishes.
Leave the broken part. Take a cannoli. Then contact VacuumDirect. Only genuine Dyson
replacement parts are engineered to fit seamlessly into the DC This could put your vacuum and

warranty at risk though. If you are unsure what the exact part you need is, there are detailed
parts schematics and diagrams at the top of this page for you to pinpoint the correct one. It is
very important you check the replacement part to make sure it will fit onto your DC Different
replacement parts are interchangeable throughout vacuums. If you wish to order by phone, or if
you have questions, feel free to call Toll-Free at between 9 am and 5 pm Eastern. Monday thru
Friday. Find all of your genuine Dyson replacement parts at VacuumDirect. Locate the
accessories you need below to get your Dyson doing what it does best sucking dirt and debris.
Clowning around can get your Dyson DC40 vacuum into a lot of trouble. Scrapes, scuff, and
cracks could happen and blemish this star performer. Heaven forbid that diva loose a prized
accessoryâ€¦performers, right? Using a generic part as a cheap, quick fix may cause more
problems for this star and could void the Dyson warranty. It is easy to be transfixed with a
smooth, fast talking pitchman about all of the wonders of using generic parts, and how it is just
like the real thing at bargain-basement prices. But do not be fooled by their smoke and mirrors,
those spare parts are not the same great quality as a genuine, fresh from the box, Dyson
replacement part. Buying genuine parts ensure a flawless fit with existing parts on the vacuum.
Looking for replacement Dyson parts at other vendor sites may have you feeling like you are at
a three-ring circus. This is no dog-and pony show; VacuumDirect. It is pertinent that the part be
checked carefully to make sure it will work with your model vacuum. Dyson has created their
replacement parts to fit on a variety of models. To ensure that you are getting the correct part
you need, there are detailed parts schematics and diagrams at the top of the page to assist you
to the right product page. This will give you the ability to look at, and purchase the replacement
part if you wish. If further assistance is required, or if you wish to order your replacement parts
by phone, you can call upon our knowledgeable ringmasters toll free at between 9 am and 5 pm
Eastern, Monday thru Friday and they will be more than happy to help you out! No other brand
of parts will fit on to your vacuums as seamless as a genuine Dyson part. We do not live in
Pleasantville where everything is perfect. Freak accidents occur every day. Who is to say
something bad in not going to happen to your vacuum? We would hope that won't occur, but if
it does, VacuumDirect. Aside from freak accident, there are your run-of-the-mill mishaps like
multi-tasking and hitting a corner or a piece of furniture a little too hard; this may cause
blemishes or worst, a crack. This is where VacuumDirect. Since you already have found your
way to this page, finding the correct part is just some scrolling and a few clicks away. With the
largest selection on genuine Dyson parts online, your Dyson DC41 will receive brand new parts
in no time. Genuine Dyson parts are the only parts designed to flawlessly fit on to your DC41
vacuum. If off brand parts are used this may cause other parts on the vacuum to not fit together
properly, and using off brand will void your warranty. Different replacement parts have the
ability to work on different models of Dyson vacuums. It is very important that you check the
part to make sure it will fit on your model vacuum. To pinpoint the proper spare part for your
Dyson DC41, use our detailed parts schematics and diagrams at the top of the page. If you are
unable to find the part you are looking for, or if you have inquires about any parts, please feel
free to call toll free at Schematic features the Cyclonic Assembly. When you are in close
quarters combat with dirt, dust and other allergens you will want the best vacuum by your side,
in the best working condition possible. Accidents and misplacing parts happen all the time.
Fortunately for you, VacuumDirect. It is always a good idea to have spare replacement parts on
hand. One of the best spares to keep on hand is a lifetime washable filter. If you decided to
wash the filter, you would still be able to use your vacuum with the spare filter while the other
filter is drying. It is never a good idea to put a wet filter into your vacuum; it could cause the
filter to mold and decay, or could harm your vacuums motor. Purchasing Genuine Dyson DC44
replacement parts will keep the remaining warranty valid. If you do decide to buy generic
replacement parts, your warranty will be void. Many consumers report that when using generic
replacement parts, the quality they had received with their genuine parts is not there any more.
These consumers recommend only buying Genuine, Dyson DC44 parts if parts are needed. To
help you locate the correct part you need, we have provided you with parts schematics sheets
at the top of the page. If you are still unsure about the part, you can call one of our helpful
customer service representatives Toll-Free at Our team is available Monday thru Friday from 9
am to 5 pm Eastern. A simple fix for any Dyson maintenance problem is to use genuine Dyson
replacements parts. Using genuine Dyson replacement parts will let you get the job done
quickly so you can get back to using your DC47 like nothing ever happened. Use this Schematic
to locate the proper parts you need for your DC47 vacuum cleaner. To the right you will be able
to find the part names along with clickable links directly to the product pages if available Having
to perform maintenance on any appliance can be terrifying, let alone a vacuum cleaner. The
reasons for needing maintenance are many, but over the years the chances of something going
wrong increases. Keeping your DC47 up to date on maintenance by using genuine Dyson spare

parts will allow you to go many years without fear that something bad will occur. Don't waste
time trying to decide if you can make do with a generic part. Using any parts not made by Dyson
will void your warranty, meaning if anything else should happen down the line, you will be
completely out of luck. Furthermore, you never know what kind of quality you are getting with a
generic, off-brand vacuum cleaner part. This means each genuine Dyson spare part will be
identical to the part that it is replacing, ensuring that it will be a perfect fit for your Dyson DC It
also means that all of your genuine Dyson parts will be of a consistently high quality, so you
won't have any weak links in your DC47 vacuum. Whether you live in suburbia, downtown in the
big city, or on a rural farmstead, VacuumDirect. See our shipping policy page for more
information. If you are ready to be led towards the light of easy Dyson DC47 maintenance, all
you need to do is choose genuine Dyson replacement parts and VacuumDirect. We are happy to
assist you with all of your Dyson DC47 maintenance questions at Our support staff is available
from 9 am to 5 pm Eastern, Monday thru Friday. Browse below to find the genuine Dyson parts
you need for your DC50 vacuum. Just locate the letter of the product you need and match it to
the list on the right hand side of the page. You can click on available products to view details on
the product on the product page. Just find the letter of the product you need and then find it in
the right bar. If you click the view details button you will be directed to the product page. Easy
as 1, 2, 3. Easily find the genuine Dyson parts you need for your Dyson DC50 vacuum cleaner.
Just located the Dyson part in this Dyson DC50 Cleaner head schematic and click the view
details button to be taken to the product page of the part you are interested in. When the need
for maintenance arises, you want to be sure that you only ever use spare parts that are made to
a high standard. This means your genuine Dyson replacement parts are identical to the parts
that shipped inside of your DC50 as it rolled off the assembly line. Never sacrifice this high
standard. Generic parts, on the other hand, cannot match the standard of the parts already in
your DC Using generic parts will void your warranty. Accidents are unavoidable, but with
genuine Dyson replacement parts, they are not insurmountable. Choose genuine Dyson parts
for stress-free maintenance and you can get back to vacuuming like nothing ever happened! We
work with Dyson to get genuine Dyson parts directly into your hands. Those who are in the
know realize that the DC50 is best serviced using only genuine Dyson parts. Those individuals
will tell you that VacuumDirect. See for yourself why those who order genuine Dyson
replacement parts from VacuumDirect. If you have any questions about the ordering process or
questions concerning Dyson DC50 replacement parts, feel free to call Vacuum Direct toll-free at
Our team of customer service representatives are available from 9 am to 5 pm Eastern, Monday
thru Friday. We will help you find all of the genuine Dyson parts you need to keep your DC56 in
working order. Make Dyson vacuum repair easy with VacuumDirect. You can find durable
genuine Dyson replacement parts for the DC Beef up your vacuum repairs with genuine Dyson
DC56 parts. These high-quality Dyson vacuum spare parts will get you through any
maintenance period with minimum stress or worry. As an authorized dealer of Dyson parts,
VacuumDirect. If you have any questions concerning Dyson DC56 maintenance or are unable to
locate the part you require, feel free to call VacuumDirect. Custom built Dyson DC58 Handheld
replacement parts are easy to locate and purchase on our parts diagram pages. A variety of
DC58 parts are available for your Animal handheld vacuum. Use this Schematic to locate the
proper parts you need for your DC58 vacuum cleaner. The Dyson DC58 Handheld vacuum
cleaner is as perfect for quick clean up as genuine Dyson replacement parts are for keeping
your vacuum in working order. Never go longer than you have to without your Dyson DC58
Handheld. Lost or broken parts can put your vacuum out of commission. The important thing to
remember is that VacuumDirect. Genuine Dyson parts are the exact same parts that came on
your vacuum, so you know that they were engineered to fit as snuggly as the one you are
replacing. And the best part about buying genuine is you never have to worry about voiding
your warranty. Voiding your warranty by using generic parts is a risk you should never take.
Generic parts have been reported by customers to not fit properly in their Dyson machines, and
even causing problems with the motor. There are even diagrams to show you where the part is
located in the vacuum and what the name of it is. When you find the correct part, or parts you
need, you can order online or call us Toll Free at If you have any questions about the part, our
customer representative will be standing by to assist you during normal business hours. We are
open Monday thru Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Eastern. With the aid of our detailed parts diagrams, you
will be able to easily determine and locate the custom built part you need for your Dyson DC59
vacuum. Use this Schematic to locate the proper parts you need for your DC59 vacuum cleaner.
Tool Catch Cordless vacuums are an invaluable tool to help clean your home and automobiles.
Keep you DC59 up and running with genuine Dyson spare parts. Like most of the other Dyson
vacuum, the DC59 uses washable filters. The most common problem people have after washing
the filter is, they get too excited to used their wonderful machine again, they put the filter back

in before it is completely dry. This could mold and decay the filter, kind of like the clothes that
have been sitting in the washer for a few days. Unlike like that vintage item of clothing that was
almost ruined, the filter on the DC59 is uniform and ready to be purchased. It might be tempting
to buy cheaper generic parts, but many consumers report the quality of the products is not
there. Often times these consumers find that generic parts do not fit as snuggly as the ones
manufactured by Dyson. Using only genuine parts on your Dyson DC59will keep your warranty
valid. If you use anything other than a genuine Dyson replacement part, you will void the
warranty. To ensure that you are getting the correct parts for your vacuum, VacuumDirect. If
you are still having troubles, or would just rather speak to one of our customer service
representative, you can call Toll-Free at: Easily determine and locate what custom built part you
will need for your Dyson DC65 Vacuum by using this website. Use this Schematic to locate the
proper parts you need for your DC65 vacuum cleaner. To the right you will be able to find the
part names along with clickable links directly to the product pages if available.. Locating parts
for the Dyson DC65 Cleanerhead is just a few clicks away. To the right of the parts diagram a
corresponding part list will take you directly to the part you need to purchase for your vacuum.
Parts are linked to their corresponding product page. Clickable links, take you to the product
page for you to view and purchase. This schematic provides clickable links that direct you to
the correct part on our site for purchase. Clickable links direct you to the product page for
viewing and purchasing. Each part on the diagram is linked to the corresponding part page for
purchasing. Locating the correct parts for the Dyson DC77 UP14 Cleanerhead is as easy as
checking the parts diagram below and clinging on the corresponding part. Linked parts take
you directly to the part page selected, for easy purchase. Only Dyson genuine parts are
guaranteed to fit seamlessly onto your Dyson vacuums. Generic competitors sometimes use
words that mislead consumers into believing they are getting a genuine Dyson product, when
they are not. Consumers report they need to send some products back, because the item simply
wont fit into their machine. Purchasing generic parts will also void any remaining warranty on
your vacuum. Dyson warranties all non-wear parts on their vacuums for five years. Parts such
as, tools, brush bars, and belts are not covered by the warranty. With proper care, these items
should last a long time though. We have provided detailed schematic on all of the Dyson
models for you to determine and purchase the part your vacuum requires. Should you find
yourself unsure what part you need, our friendly staff is here to assist you in finding the correct
part! Some of the parts Dyson manufactures fit a variety of other Dyson models. It is important
that you double check the part number and what models the replacement part fits before
purchasing. If you have any questions please feel free to call us toll free: Our customer support
team is available from 9 am to 5 pm, Monday thru Friday. To locate the correct parts needed for
your Dyson DC78 animal canister, detailed parts diagrams below of each assembly area show
you all parts available to purchase for your vacuum. Easily locate your part on our parts
diagram, and search for the corresponding letter on the right-hand menu. Linked parts on the
menu will take you directly to the parts page where you can view a more in-depth description.
From the product page, you can purchase the part. Once you have located the part you need,
match the corresponding letter on the right-hand menu. Parts are linked directly to the product
page to view photos, description, and purchase each part. Each part on the diagram
corresponds with a part on the right side of the page. Linked parts will take you directly to the
desired product page where you are able to view photos, read the product description, and
purchase the part. When accessorizing your vacuum, know what accessories will work is
important. Match the part you need with the corresponding letters on the menu on the right side
of the page. In this menu, parts are link to individual product pages where you can view photos,
descriptions, and purchase the part. Loosing a tool or accidentally breaking a part is the main
reason why a replacement part is needed. If that time comes, rest assured that you can find
genuine replacement parts to restore your vacuum to like new condition. Protecting your
investment requires that you use only genuine parts when replacing parts in your vacuum.
Generic competitors sometimes make claims that lead consumers to believe they are receiving
a genuine Dyson replacement part. These parts are not always made to fit in your vacuum
perfectly and preform the same as genuine Dyson replacement parts. If generic parts are used
in your vacuum, you will lose your warranty. Ware parts should last for a long time with proper
care, but these are not covered by the warranty. Having the best experience possible is our
number one priority when you visit VacuumDirect. Our detailed product schematics are there to
aide you in quickly locating your genuine replacement part. Should you find yourself needing
further assistance, do not hesitate to call our friendly staff for help. With the vast variety of
Dyson parts sold on our site it is important that you double check you are ordering the correct
part. Some Dyson parts are used in multiple models, or are tailored specifically for that
particular model. Please feel free to call us toll free with any questions at Dyson V6 Vacuum

Parts Finding genuine replacement parts for your V6 vacuum has been made easy with the
detailed schematics below. Match the part number with the clickable link on the right side. Each
link takes you to the part page for viewing and purchasing of the products. Each V6 Model that
corresponds with the diagrams is listed above the schematics. After locating the needed part,
select it from the clickable links to the right of the schematic. Finding parts for your Dyson V6
Motorhead should be as easy as using the tool. The schematic below are for all three cleaner
heads in the V6 line. Above each diagram is a list of the vacuums the cleanerheads came with.
Locate the replacement part on the diagram and find the clickable link to the right of the parts
diagram. Discovering the perfect accessories for your Dyson V6 is just one click away. Locate
the accessories you need on the three different diagrams that corresponds to your vacuum, and
use the clickable part list on the right to take you to the proper parts page. Replacement parts
are needed for a variety of reasons; accidents happen all the time, parts sometimes are lost.
When one of those unfortunate events occur, VacuumDirect. When fixing your vacuum, buying
cheaper generic parts can be tempting. They may seem like the same part that came with your
vacuum, but generic distributors do not have to follow strict OEM standards. Generic parts have
been noted to not work as advertised, often not fitting properly or substandard construction.
Only genuine Dyson replacement parts can guarantee you will receive the exact part that came
with your vacuum. When using generic parts on your vacuum, you should know that this voids
the remaining warranty on your Dyson vacuum. If your Dyson V6 is less than five years old, it
may still qualify to be fixed under warranty, excluding wear parts. Only genuine Dyson parts can
hold up to the same quality standards as the original parts on your Dyson vacuum. Each part
corresponds with the part number on the right hand side of the page. If the part is available, it
will link you directly to the parts page where you can purchase it. Match the number on the
parts diagram to the corresponding numbers on the right hand side of the page. If the parts are
available, it will link you directly to the page for purchase. To the right side of the page,
clickable links on the list take you to the corresponding part on the diagram. Each part
corresponds with a number that can also be located on the right hand side of the page. The
parts on the side of the page will link you directly to the part you wish to view, if it is available.
Each part is detailed on the parts diagram, and corresponding links on the right hand side of
page take you to the part you wish to purchase if it is available. Vacuums require parts for many
reasons; it might be the result of an accident or a lost item. Whatever the reason may be,
VacuumDirect. Investing your money in anything but genuine Dyson UP15 parts will void the
warranty on the vacuum. Only genuine Dyson replacement parts are guaranteed to fit
seamlessly into your vacuum. Generic replacement parts claim to do the same, but consumers
complain of generic parts not fitting properly and not being manufactured to the same quality.
Using generic parts in your Dyson vacuum will void whatever warranty is left on your vacuum.
Using genuine Dyson replacement parts ensure that you keep your warranty valid. Dyson
covers all non-wear parts for five years, parts like brushbars, belts, and tools are not covered by
warranty, but with proper care, theses items should last for many years. Many replacement
parts fit more than one model. It is important that you double check if your model will fit your
replacement part before purchasing. If you have any questions whether or not your replacement
part will work, please feel free to call us toll free at With the Dyson parts schematics located
below, you can quickly locate the part or accessories you need for your vacuum. The clickable
links that corresponds to the part on the right side of this page will take you to the part you wish
to purchase. Each part is clearly labeled with a number and a line going directly to the correct
part. To link yourself to the part s you wish to look at, click on the clickable links on the right
hand side of the page that corresponds with the proper parts. Our parts diagram will help you
navigate the parts and direct you to the one you need. One the right hand side of the page you
can locate the corresponding part to the diagram. From there, clickable links will take you to the
part you need. Not all parts may be available at this time, but will be updated regularly. Click on
the link on the right hand side of the page that corresponds with the the parts diagram to take
you to available tools for your vacuum. Each part is labeled and listed on the right hand side of
the page where it will link you directly to the correct product. Not all products may be available
at this time. Replacement parts are easily located with our schematics. Using these schematics
will also ensure that you are ordering the correct part for your vacuum cleaner. Use the
clickable links on the right hand side of the page to directly link you to the proper product
pages if available. Accidentally loosing a part, dropping your vacuum, hitting your vacuum hard
against an object; all reasons why you may need replacement parts for your Dyson UP16 Light
ball upright vacuum. You can rest easy knowing that VacuumDirect. As an authorized genuine
Dyson Parts dealer, we carry one of the largest selections of Dyson parts online. When you
purchased your genuine Dyson Vacuum you bought a quality piece of machinery. Only genuine
parts can guarantee the same great fit as the parts that are on your vacuum right now. If you

still think using generic parts in your vacuum, know that this will void your warranty. Keeping
your warranty valid is important should any of the non-wear parts in your vacuum ever
malfunction. This is unlikely, but why take the chance. Dyson covers all non-wear parts in their
vacuums for 5 years. Parts such as brushbars, belts, tools, etc. As an authorized parts dealer,
VacuumDirect. It is our mission to provide you with the best experience possible when ordering
parts from our store. Many replacement parts fit onto more than one Dyson model. If you are
unsure, or have any questions about our replacement parts or tools, please feel free to call us
toll free at Using generic parts can void the warranty of your Dyson. Keep your Dyson V8 in top
shape with genuine Dyson spare parts. Shopping is easy, browse our Dyson spare parts list,
add the necessary part to your cart, and proceed to our secure checkout. My Account. Welcome
to Vacuum Direct! Login Create Account. Shopping Cart. Dyson DC07 Vacuum Parts. Dyson
DC11 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC14 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC15 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC16
Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC17 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC18 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC21 Vacuum
Parts. Dyson DC22 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC23 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC24 Vacuum Parts.
Dyson DC25 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC26 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC27 Vacuum Parts. Dyson
DC28 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC31 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC33 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC34
Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC35 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC39 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC40 Vacuum
Parts. Dyson DC41 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC44 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC47 Vacuum Parts.
Dyson DC50 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC56 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC58 Vacuum Parts. Dyson
DC59 Vacuum Parts. Dyson DC65 Vacuum Parts. Dyson V6 Vacuum Parts. Dyson V8 Vacuum
Parts. COM VacuumDirect. Dyson DC23 Accessories Schematic. COM Looking for replacement
Dyson parts at other vendor sites may have you feeling like you are at a three-ring circus.
Maybe your child has just watched hocus-pocus and believes the vacuum can flyâ€¦. Some
popular mishaps with the Dyson DC65 include: placing the washable lifetime pre filter back into
the Dyson DC65 vacuum before it is dry, causing it to mold and decay, or misplacing an
onboard tool that you just cant live without. Whatever the unfortunate accident may be,
VacuumDirect. If your Dyson DC65 vacuum had been purchased within the last five years, it
may still be under warranty. Like any good parent, please do not misuse or abuse the Dyson
DC65 while under warranty. In order to keep the warranty valid, any replacement parts used on
the DC56 must be genuine. Using non-genuine parts will void the warranty. Only genuine Dyson
parts are built to fit the DC65 like a glove, and sold in our store. If you do decide to live on the
wild side and take a chance with an off brand part, you may cause more problems with your
Dyson DC65 vacuum. Locating the correct replacement part on VacuumDirect. With the detailed
parts schematics and diagrams on VacuumDirect. In some instances Dyson spare parts are
interchangeable between different Dyson vacuum models, so it is very important that the model
and part number is checked carefully to be sure that the proper Dyson replacement part is being
purchased. If assistance is needed to locate a DC65 replacement part, or if you have any
questions about the part, please feel free to call us toll free: Our team is available Monday thru
Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Eastern. More often than not, it is an accident with the vacuum, or a lost
tool. What ever the case may be, Vacuum Direct is here to help with one of the largest
selections of genuine Dyson replacement parts on-line. If you have any questions about any
replacement parts you would like to order, or are unable to locate the part you are looking for
please call us toll free at Our friendly, knowledgeable staff is here Monday through Friday, am to
pm Eastern. Sold Out. Previous 1 2 3 â€¦ 9 Next. Your Account Login Order Tracking. Contact us
About Contact us Site map. Keep in Touch Sign up for our newsletter and be the first to know
about coupons and special promotions. Dyson proves "no loss of suction", "constant suction"
and "doesn't lose suction" using test methods based on the IEC Cl 2. Dyson DC 17 vacuum
cleaners prove "overall outcleans other vacuums" and "overall outcleans other vacuums" using
test results from IEC Cl 2. DC07 Motor Parts Diagram. DC07 Accessories Diagram. Cyclone
Assembly , , Bin Assembly Bin Base Seal Cleaner Head Assembly Internal Hose Assembly
Outer Clutch Actuator Clutch Assembly Clutch Cover Assembly Soleplate Bristles Soleplate
Wheel Soleplate Axle Spring Upright Lock Assembly Cleaner Head Pivot Clip Brush Housing
Assembly Clutch Belt Soleplate Fastener Soleplate Wheel Kit Duct Assembly Switch Plate
Assembly Valve Pipe Assembly Valve Carriage Seal Valve Carriage Bearing Clip Wheel
Retaining Clip Port Plate Seal Forward Lock Pre-Filter Catch Spade Connector Boot Cable
Protector Cable Clip Internal Powercord Exhaust Pipe Seal Exhaust Pipe Assembly Exhaust
Pre-Filter Seal Axle Glamour Cap E-Clip Motor Service Assembly YDK Motor Service Motor
Bearing Mount Motor Motor Fancase Seal Post Filter Lid Post Filter Assembly Top Housing
Mount Motor Housing Motor Housing Mount Motor Retainer Pre-Filter Seal Pre-Filter Assembly
Pre-Filter Housing Seal Pre-Filter Housing Assembly Mattress Tool Stiff Bristle Brush Soft
Dusting Brush Adaptor Tool ,. Cable Winder Cap Wand Handle Tool Clip Wand Release Catch
Wand Handle Assembly Owner's Manual Zorb Carpet Powder Rear Wheel NLA. Roller Axle Tab

Wheel Axle Screw NLA. Parking Yoke NLA. Stubborn Dirt Brush Adaptor Tool Brushbar Screw
Fastener Brush Tool Clip Switch Switch Button Switch Cover Valve Pipe Cyclone Release Catch
Crevice Tool Clip Wheel Retaining Forward Lock ,. Motor Inlet Cover Catch Connection Insulator
Internal Power Cord U-Bend Assembly , Exhaust Pre-filter Seal Glamour Cap , , Outer Clutch
Actuactor Brush Bar Assembly Soleplate Assembly , Cyclone Assembly , , , , Bin Assembly ,
Post Filter Lid , Diffuser Screw Upper Motor Cover Post Filter Fancase Seal Motor Retainer
Cover Motor Inlet Cover Wand Cap Zorb Powder Multi-Angle Brush Flat Out Tool Adaptor DC15
Stabiliser Parts Diagram. Wheel Kit Stabiliser Wheel Stabiliser Axle Stabiliser Valve Cuff Valve
Seal Static Cover Duct Valve Seal Spring Mount Service Assembly Motor Bucket Motor Bucket
Loom Seal Small Bearing Motor Bucket Axle Motor Mount Ball Assembly , Large Bearing Hose
Extension Ssoft Dusting Brush Yoke Spigot Cleanerhead Hose Small Gimble Clip Brushbar
Motor Cover ,. Brushbar Motor End Mount Right End Cap Bbrushbar Motor Front Mount Left
Brush Housing Insert Right Brush Housing Insert Gimble Lock Arm Large Gimble Clip PCB to
Yoke Loom Spade Connector Boot Brushbar Brushbar Switch Button Brushbar Switch Upright
Switch Actuator Cover Lower Cable Winder PCB Assembly Duct Cover Seal Stabiliser Circlip
Upright Switch Loom Dyson DC16 Accessories Schematics. Main Body Assembly Motorhead
Assembly NLA. Combination Tool Crevice Tool Universal Adaptor Dyson DC16 Accessories
Schematic When it comes to finding the right accessories for your Dyson DC16 vacuum cleaner,
this DC16 accessories parts diagram is exactly what the cleaning doctor ordered. Extension
Hose Multi-Angle Dust Brush Reach Under Tool Cleanerhead Assembly Cleanerhead Wiring
Cover Upright Lock Cleanerhead Wiring Grommet Cleanerhead Pivot Circlip Cyclone Assembly
Front Bin Catch ,. Zorb Real Wheel Retaining Kit Upright Switch Brushbar Reset Arm Reset
Switch Reset Switch Loom Switch Assembly Valve Pipe Connector Pre-Filter Inlet Seal Bearing
Clip ,. Post Lid Filter End Cap Assembly, Left Cleanerhead Connector Block End Cap Assembly,
Right Brushbar Upper Motor Cover Brushbar Motor Mount Brushbar Motor Assembly Brushbar
Reset Switch Brushbar Motor Front Mount Brushbar Motor Cover, Lower Cyclone Cap
Assembly Cyclonic Assembly Bin Base Assembly Bleed Valve Housing Bleed Valve Spring
Bleed Valve Cap Seal Bleed Valve Cap Brushbar Actuator Duct Motor Mount Lower Duct Cover
Seal Lower Duct Cover Wand Release Catch ,. Hose Assembly Post Filter Cover Post Motor Seal
Motor Retainer Ring Motor Retainer Seal Motor Inlet Seal Female Connector Housing Assembly
Cleanerhead Cable Loom Assembly Micro Switch Loom Assembly Internal Cable Loom
Assembly Internal Cable Assembly Gimble Lock Pin Assembly Yoke Assembly Outer Wheel Hub
Wheel Fastener Kit Assembly Barrel Wheel Assembly Barrel Wheel Axle Undercarriage Axle
Undercarriage Assembl
jaguar xf oil change
2004 dodge neon sxt reviews
plymouth voyager 1995
y Stabiliser Spring Micro Switch Cam Assembly Micro Switch Cover Plastic Washer Micro
Switch Housing PCB Swivel Catch Wiring Harness NLA. Power Floor Tool Barrel Wheel End Cap
Assembly Right ,. Floor Tool Bumper Strip Stow Microswitch Cam Stow Neck Cover Brushbar
Motor Brushbar Microswitch Brushbar Motor Mount Front Brushbar Motor Cover Lower End
Cap Assembly Left Soleplate Assembly Power Floor Tool Bleed Valve O-Ring Wand Handle
Cover Wand Handle Stow Upper Hose Wrap Cable Collar Post Filter Inlet Seal PCB Assembly
Satellite Cyclone Inlet Assembly Post Filter Housing Post Filter Cover Assembly Castor Wheel
Axle Castor Wheel ,. Cable Housing Inner Cover Cable Rewind Actuator Cable Rewind Assembly
,. Cable Housing Outer Cover O-Ring Cyclone Inlet Grille Wand Assembly Handle Cover
Assembly Lower Hose Wrap Combination Tool Assembly Stair Tool End Cap Assembly
Motorhead Power Floor Tool Brushbar Assembly Turbine Tool Hose Belt Cover Seal Turbine
Tool Assembly Flat-Out Tool Car Cleaning Kit

